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The Smartest and Quietest Generator
Now available from Never Dark: the next generation of automatic back up generators from
GE, a name that has been trusted for generations
NEVER DARK uses the only truly SMART SWITCH technology (regardless what other brands claim) The
Symphony II Transfer Switch is the only one of its kind on the market today. It actually reads how much
power you are using by installing CTs around the wire and it knows how much you still have available from
the generator (we have programmed transfer switch with what size generator is on your home). The transfer
switch then tells the modules we have installed that the power is available and it brings them on one at a time,
slowly so that you can never overload the generator even if you try.
HOW IT WORKS:
When the power goes out the generator automatically starts up and the modules that we installed lock out for
a minimum of 5 minutes. The transfer switch now restores the power to all the primary circuits in the home
such as all the lights, outlets, refrigerators, water pump and your main heat/AC. The entire home is running
except for the modules that we have placed on your secondary large appliances, such as your second heat/AC,
stove, dryer, hot tub, etc. These appliances will be brought on in order of priority settings inside the modules
determined by you, the homeowner, based on what you consider the most important to the least important.
This is the ultimate smart system. It reads how much power each one of those modules used to start the very
last time that appliance was used under utility power, and again it knows how much power you still have
available. If it has to, it will hold that module out until the power becomes available, again never allowing the
generator to go into overload. It then follows this procedure bringing on all the modules one at a time slowly.
If you are using many major appliances at one time under generator load, and one of the higher priority loads
goes to start and it needs more power it will within milliseconds shed out the lower priorities and allow the
higher priority load to start, and then bring on the lower priority loads back on slowly as available. Most
people are conservative under generator power for fuel usage; you are not doing laundry and cooking a turkey
and in the hot tub all at the same time, but they are all available to use in a conservative manner. You can
never overload the generator even if you try.
HOW IT WORKS IN SIMPLE TERMS:
The generator is up and running, the whole house is on, you have 3 AC units running, and you turn on the
oven. The 3rd Ac unit will shed off, and oven comes on. When you shut the oven off the 3rd AC cycles back
on all automatically.

Limited 5 year factory warranty
Never Dark is your factory authorized warranty and service dealer. We don’t use subcontractors for your
installation or any of your warranty or service work. We have factory trained technicians as well as most
common parts in stock for quick turn around time, assuring you have power when you need it.

A onetime investment for a Lifetime of security

